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Abstract
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is an increasingly recognized public health problem worldwide. To
emphasize the close pathophysiological links between NAFLD and overweight/obesity, insulin resistance, and
related metabolic comorbidities, a consensus statement of international experts in 2020 has recommended to
replace the old acronym NAFLD with “metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease” (MAFLD). A set of
“positive” criteria to diagnose MAFLD, regardless of daily alcohol consumption, has also been proposed. A
“positive” definition of MAFLD and its special focus on the metabolic causative drivers of this liver disease is
expected to reduce patient confusion on disease etiology, which can, in turn, improve the identification and
awareness of this common and burdensome liver disease among both primary care physicians and specialists.
However, the proposal to change the terminology from NAFLD to MAFLD is still under intense discussion, as also
recently highlighted by a panel of international experts (led by Dr. Polyzos and Mantzoros), which is the main topic
of discussion of this commentary. Further studies are required to better understand whether, and how, the
proposed changes to the diagnostic criteria for MAFLD may impact on the risk of adverse hepatic and extrahepatic clinical outcomes.
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Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has reached epidemic proportions and is the commonest cause of
chronic liver diseases in Western countries[1-3]. Based on epidemiological and pathophysiological insights
gained from the past decades, an international panel of experts in 2020 has proposed a change of
terminology and definition for NAFLD, called “metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease”
(MAFLD)[4,5].
During the last 40 years, there have been concerns expressed by several individual experts and some special
conferences of the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases and European Association for the
Study of the Liver societies regarding the inaccuracy and possible “negative” implications of using the term
“NAFLD” to describe a fatty liver disease that is often associated with overweight/obesity, insulin resistance,
and related metabolic disorders, including type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), as extensively discussed in[6,7].
In particular, it has been repeatedly pointed out that the diagnosis of NAFLD is always a diagnosis of
exclusion (it only exists when all other competing causes for hepatic steatosis are excluded), and the term
NAFLD does not capture the high heterogeneity of this patient population with regard to its main metabolic
drivers and disease modifiers (i.e., overweight/obesity, metabolic syndrome, insulin resistance, and
T2DM)[4,5,8-10]. Furthermore, the term NAFLD does not define an individual phenotype precisely for the
development of targeted pharmacologic therapies (with variable impacts on randomized clinical trials and
suboptimal/poor responses to treatments and trial failure). In addition, the adjective “nonalcoholic” often
trivializes and/or discriminates the persons affected by this liver disease[4,5,8-10]. As regards to this, previous
studies have shown that up to nearly 60%-65% of adults in the United States and in other Western countries
have a moderate consumption of alcoholic beverages, consuming over four drinks a week[11,12].
For NAFLD, it is currently assumed that the daily amount of alcohol consumed is below the thresholds (i.e.,
conventionally defined as < 30 g/day for men and < 20 g/day for women)[13], where alcohol consumption
would have a significant impact on clinical phenotype, disease progression, and outcomes. However,
growing epidemiological evidence clearly suggests that the safe limit of alcohol consumption is zero[12,14].
Thus, it is evident that, in routine clinical practice, NAFLD does often coexist with a mild-to-moderate
alcohol consumption that may also exert synergistic or additive adverse effects on clinical outcomes of this
patient population[15,16]. Finally, there is currently a lack of patient awareness, public health response, and
underfunding for NAFLD[17,18].
That said, polarizing opinions and major debate have recently arisen in hepatology on the proposed change
of nomenclature and diagnostic criteria for MAFLD[8-10,19-21]. In this context, a recent commentary written by
an international panel of experts, led by Polyzos et al.[22], has recognized that the newly proposed definition
of MAFLD is expected to more accurately reflect the heterogeneous pathogenesis of this liver disease,
focusing on the metabolic abnormalities which play a key role in its development and progression. The
authors of this commentary also recognize the clinical relevance to propose a diagnosis of disease that is
expressed in “positive” (i.e., metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver) and not “negative” terms
signifying exclusion (nonalcoholic fatty liver without coexisting known causes of fatty liver)[22]. However,
despite the need for a change in terminology and definition of this metabolic liver disease, these authors
suggested to proceed cautiously in order to minimize any potential adverse implications for a premature
change in terminology of NAFLD. In addition, they also stressed that there is still significant ambiguity in
the definition of MAFLD[22].
The new definition of MAFLD is based on “positive” diagnostic criteria, according to which all Caucasian
adults with hepatic steatosis (as detected by liver histology, imaging methods, or blood biomarkers/scores)
and body mass index (BMI) ≥ 25 kg/m2 (or ≥ 23 kg/m2 in Asian people) and/or established T2DM have
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MAFLD, whereas lean and nondiabetic individuals with hepatic steatosis should fulfill at least two of seven
metabolic risk abnormalities (that are widely used to identify the metabolic syndrome, using country- and
ethnic-specific cutoff points of increased waist circumference) to be diagnosed as MAFLD[5]. One of the
advantages of this definition is that it does not rely on exclusion of significant alcohol consumption and
other competing causes of hepatic steatosis to establish the diagnosis[5]. Persons with MAFLD with one (or
more) coexisting causes of hepatic steatosis should be defined as having dual (or more) etiology of fatty liver
disease[5]. In the new definition of MAFLD, a set of diagnostic criteria to define MAFLD-related cirrhosis
has also been proposed (to avoid the use of the old term of “cryptogenic cirrhosis” in this group of patients),
as well as a conceptual framework to consider other causes of fatty liver disease[5].
Among the possible ambiguities in the newly proposed definition of MAFLD, Polyzos et al.[22] of the
aforementioned commentary firstly suggested that the use of both BMI and waist circumference adds an
unnecessary layer, complicating the definition of MAFLD. Then, they proposed either waist circumference
or direct assessment of percent fat mass via dual energy X-absorptiometry (DEXA) should replace BMI in
the definition of overweight/obesity[22]. Secondly, given that the exclusion of patients with concomitant liver
diseases (e.g., alcohol, virus, and drugs) is not a prerequisite for the diagnosis of MAFLD (which is a key
differentiation as compared with the NAFLD definition), they proposed to exclude these subgroups of
patients with mixed causes of hepatic steatosis that are still under-studied, in order to further reduce the
heterogeneity of MAFLD[22]. Thirdly, they suggested that the cut-offs proposed for the diagnosis of the seven
metabolic risk abnormalities of MAFLD among lean and nondiabetic individuals (that are widely used for
the definition of the metabolic syndrome) might create some degree of bias in the definition of MAFLD,
until specific cut-off points for MAFLD are validated[22]. A final issue raised by the authors of this
commentary is about the proposed diagnosis of the histological severity of MAFLD that should be based
exclusively on the grade of activity and the stage of liver fibrosis, thus resulting in the abolishment of the
term nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)[22]. In fact, the new definition of MAFLD recognizes that the
grade of MAFLD activity is a disease continuum, and the all-embracing term of MAFLD should replace the
stratification of the liver disease into NASH and non-NASH, which may have some important diagnostic
limitations, possibly due to substantial intra- and inter-observer variabilities for the histologic diagnosis of
NASH[5]. As regards this issue, the authors of the commentary suggested that the abolishment of NASH
might create confusion in terms of the ongoing randomized clinical trials testing the efficacy of novel
pharmacological therapies in individuals with NASH, but might also make results of published clinical trials
impossible to interpret[22].
Personally, I agree with some but not all of the issues raised by the authors of this elegant commentary. For
example, I disagree with their proposal that either waist circumference or direct assessment of percent fat
mass via DEXA should replace BMI in the definition of overweight/obesity. This would markedly reduce
the broad applicability of the MAFLD definition in routine clinical practice. Moreover, I also partly disagree
that the cut-offs proposed for the diagnosis of the seven metabolic risk abnormalities of MAFLD among
lean and nondiabetic individuals might create a degree of bias in the definition of MAFLD. That said, it is
reasonable to assume that diagnosis of MAFLD should be sub-phenotyped in the near future, mostly based
on the predominant pathophysiological pathways driving the development of individual liver histology
features (hepatic steatosis, inflammation, or fibrosis), which might differentially affect the risk of liverrelated complications and some extra-hepatic clinical outcomes, such as cardiovascular disease, chronic
kidney disease, or extra-hepatic malignancies.
It is important to further underline that the proposed change of nomenclature from NAFLD to MAFLD is
more than a simple change of a single letter in an acronym[7,23]. Although there is an excellent concordance
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between the MAFLD and NAFLD definitions, it has recently been demonstrated that these two definitions
are not fully interchangeable[24-27]. In fact, comparing the MAFLD and NAFLD diagnostic criteria by using
“real-world” databases, there are at least two new categories of individuals with fatty liver disease: (1)
subjects with MAFLD and other coexisting chronic liver diseases who do not have NAFLD; and (2) lean
individuals with NAFLD, who do not have MAFLD and coexisting metabolic dysfunction[24]. These new
categories of individuals will need to be carefully studied in the near future to assess the natural history of
their liver disease, the role of genetic predisposition, and the risk of developing hepatic and extra-hepatic
complications over time. This will likely also allow new discoveries of causes, mechanisms, and treatments
of fatty liver disease. Notably, emerging studies comparing the diagnostic performance of the NAFLD and
MAFLD definitions also suggest that, compared with the NAFLD definition, MAFLD may better identify
individuals with hepatic steatosis at higher risk of disease progression (i.e., those with significant/advanced
liver fibrosis)[25,28] or individuals who have a greater risk of extra-hepatic complications, such as
cardiovascular disease or chronic kidney disease[29-31]. Other studies also showed that MAFLD is superior to
NAFLD in identifying patients with fibrosis among those with co-existing other liver diseases, such as
chronic viral hepatitis B and C or persons with human immunodeficiency virus[32,33]. In addition, an
international panel of experts have recently highlighted the importance to taking into consideration the
overlooked impact of MAFLD for reducing morbidity and mortality in people who have had chronic viral
hepatitis C[34].
Collectively, it is important to further underline that the proposed change of terminology from NAFLD to
MAFLD is not simply a semantic revision (or a single-letter change in an acronym), but it may facilitate
improved diagnosis of this common and burdensome liver disease for better health promotion and case
identification, as well as decreased social stigmatization, improved health services delivery, and allocated
funding[5,8,9,23,35]. The change from NAFLD to MAFLD may also increase the awareness of fatty liver disease
in both primary care providers and other specialists[36,37]. Furthermore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
the use of the new definition for MAFLD and the exclusion of individuals with hepatic steatosis without
coexisting metabolic dysfunction will render study cohorts more homogeneous, thereby further improving
the response rates of pharmacological treatments for this common metabolic liver disease[5,8,9,35].
As elegantly espoused by Eslam and George[38], among the many positive attributes of the proposed change
of terminology from NAFLD to MAFLD, we should not lose sight of the fact that it has generated a
momentum of its own that should now be encouraged rather than emasculated. The debates are inevitable
and also very useful in science, but they should be mostly based on the evidence of data rather than the
eminence of opinions, because only the evidence of data can settle them and clear the way forward[19-23,39-41]
In the era of evidence-based medicine, the need for an evidence-based debate on the proposed change of
NAFLD terminology is clinically essential[21]. Very recently, some scientific societies have reached a
consensus to endorse the proposal that NAFLD should be renamed as MAFLD and that this metabolic liver
disease should be diagnosed by simple and easily applicable “positive” criteria[42-45]. Furthermore, the new
definition of MAFLD has received endorsement from international patient advocacy groups as well as from
a nurse and allied health perspective[46,47]. Some authors have also endorsed the new terminology of MAFLD
for the use in the pediatric population and proposed a set of specific cut-off points, which might be useful to
diagnose MAFLD in children and adolescents[48]. However, I believe that it is mandatory that an
international consensus conference should be jointly organized by the “major” relevant scientific societies of
hepatology/gastroenterology, diabetology, and obesity along with the patient advocacy organizations,
biopharmaceutical industry, regulatory agencies, and policy makers to deeply discuss all potential
implications of a change of terminology from NAFLD to MAFLD[5,7,19].
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